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MASSAGE 
Enjoy a variety of massage treatments. We offer naturist 
treatments, deep-tissue massages, energetic treatments, healing 
massages, and more. Reservations need to be made in advance. View 
the spa services and pricing at the front desk for more details.

COCA LEAF READING 
Coca leaf reading is an ancestral Andean tradition. The traditional use 
of the coca leaf has transcribed to playing a central role in any 
collec-tive social ceremony of transcendence: baptisms, marriages, 
deaths, organization of celebrations, etc. It is precisely the "sacred" 
character attributed to the plant which has made it an object of 
reverence and worship while giving it profound meaning. The 
"sacred leaf" not only enriched the social solidarity of the Andean 
people but it facilitated the ritual communication with the divinities.

Doris and Bilma offer their services of reading coca while maintaining 
Andean customs and respecting the power of this sacred plant. This is 
a wonderful, traditional experience for those with questions to 
answer.

ORACLE READING 
Fernanda is an experienced oracle reader. She has given us her 
services on several occasions with great results and affection on the 
part of the guests. Oracle reading is an ancient tradition that goes 
back to ancient times in distant Greece. From the Latin “ôrəkəl,” the 
oracle is a divine response that reaches people through priests or 
other ministers. This response can even be reflected by physical 
signals or symbols that are interpreted by specialists. The Greeks had 
numerous oracles that were visited and consulted by the leaders to 
make the most important decisions. This Greek tradition continued in 
Roman times.

The oracles can be fundamental or general truths that are transmitted, 
or answers to solve a situation.

TEMESCALI CEREMONY | $22.00 per person
The name “temesacli” is of Nahuatl origin, and is used to refer to a steam bath ritual
of healing and purification. It is body cleansing, emotional expression, cognitive
restructuring, spiritual nourishment and community coexistence.
The meaning of temazcal comes from Nahuatl “theme:” water vapor, and “cali:”
house. Literally, steam house.
The temazcal concept largely corresponds to the indigenous steam baths used in the
area of Mesoamerica, however the use of steam baths is a custom of great antiquity widely
used in many cultures all over the globe.
Archaeological discoveries and cave paintings testify that Stone Age man used steam
to sweat. Steam baths have been one of the natural remedies most used by man since ancient
times and throughout our history.
At Munay Sonqo, we connect guests with Taki, a male Temescalero, and Leti, a
female Temescalera, who both offering the temescali ceremony. This way, the guest can
choose between a male or a female to guide them in this ancient tradition.

HORSEBACK RIDING | Starting at 82.50 per person
The horse ranch is located in Huaran, Calca, at the foot of the majestic Apu Pitusiray.
This magnificent location is where our activities take place. The horses are highly trained,
and thus suitable for all levels.
The routes we take have been carefully selected so that guests can enjoy the beautiful
landscapes that the Sacred Valley offers us. The routes traveled include Inca roads, ancient
agricultural terraces, hydraulic channels and beautiful grazing areas. We have routes of
different duration, always practicing respectful tourism towards the local community, with
which we interact affectionately.

KUSI KUNTUR TREKS
Starting at $198.80/day
Our Mission is to present the opportunity to 
taste a genuine Andean experience
to our guests. We work with local communities 
to support and empower them by
collaborating with these communities during our 
treks. Instead of taking our
guests to known touristic treks, we offer 
unknown treks that are hidden
treasures scattered in and around the Sacred 
Valley.

YANNACOCHA LAGOON TREK 1 DAY | $198.80 - 5 person minimum
Yanacocha is a pristine lagoon located in an amazing lush green valley underthe shadow of Apu Inca War-
kana, home to a rare indigenous forest. Many consider this location one of the hidden treasures of the 
Sacred Valley of Incas. We take you to this amazing location to share the splendor of Pacha Mama in her 
full glory.

Includes: Lunch by the lagoon and transportation up to the start of the trek.
Optional: Ayni Offering ceremony + $55

CHIMUR HOT SPRINGS CAMPING 2 DAYS, 1 NIGHT | $330.00 - 5 person minimum
Chimur hot springs are located at the highest point of the jungle, the border between Andes mountain 
range and the jungle. We take you to these special hot springs on a two day journey. We will be swimming 
in the hot springs under a star filled sky at night and walk around the area during the day.

Includes: Food, transportation, entrance fee to hot springs and accommodation (overnight in rooms and 
in the tent area by the hot springs).
Optional: Ayni Offering ceremony + $55

ÑAUPA IGLESIA HUACA TEMPLE VISIT 6 HOURS | $198.80 - 5 person minimum
We are taking you to a very special temple charged with spiritual energy, with much peace and tranquility, 
Ñaupa Iglesia or more accurately Ñaupa Huaca is considered as a Pre-Inca interdimensional portal temple 
from earth to heavens. It has been a place where ancients worshiped their ancestors, a place of connec-
tion, a place of astronomical events and rituals for specific dates of the agricultural calendar. The temple 
houses small offering portals and one big interdimensional portal. A Ñaupa is an inhabitant of the spirit 
world, and as it happens, the false door of Ñaupa Huaca marks the passage of the earth’s electromagnetic
currents, the very forces that are known to generate out-of-body states. 

It takes a hard heart to stand here and not feel the palpaIt 
takes a hard heart to stand here and not feel the palpable 
energy of place.
It is transfixing as much as it is bewitching.

Includes: Lunch in the ruins and transportation.
Optional: Ayni Offering ceremony + $55

AUSANGATE LAGOON TREK 2 DAYS, 1 
NIGHT $396.00 - 5 person minimum
Ausangate is the grandfather of all the Apus in Cusco 
region and due to its remoteness the whole area is cultur-
ally well preserved. We will be visiting 7 lakes that is scat-
tered around the region on horseback and relaxing in the 
hot springs with an amazing view of the whole mountain 
range.

Includes: Food, transportation, hot springs entrance fee, 
horse ride fee and accommodation.
Optional: Ayni Offering ceremony + $55

HUCHUY QOSQO RUINS TREK 1 DAY 
$198.80 - 5 person minimum
We take you to a journey from Chinchero to Huchuy 
Qosqo. The settlement at the archaeological ruin at 
Huchuy Qosqo (Kakya Qawani) dates back to between 
1000 and 1400 AD. In the early 1400s it became a royal 
estate of the semi-mythical Viracocha, (c. 1410-1438), 
the eighth Inca ruler. The name Huchuy Qosqo, "Little 
Cusco", for a royal estate or government center modeled 
on the Inca capital. Huchuy Qosqo is surrounded by the 
Apus Pitu Siray, Sawa Siray, Kuntur Wachana and Inca 
Warkana. It is a very special location where Inti Raimi and
Quapaq Raimi festivals are celebrated in the traditional 
way by holding ancient rituals of dance and prayer to 
honor Tayta Inti (Grandfather Sun), the winter and 
summer solstices.

Includes: Lunch in the ruins and transportation.
Optional: Ayni Offering ceremony + $55

QANQANCOCHA LAGOON TREK 1 DAY
$198.80 - 5 person minimum
Qanqancocha Lagoon is a very sacred place Located on Apu 
Pitu Siray. Every spring equinox the shadow of the puma 
with the shadows of the Inca prince and princess falls on this 
lagoon. We take you to this sacred lagoon to connect with 
these sacred spirits of the land.

Includes: Lunch by the lagoon and transportation.
Optional: Ayni Offering ceremony + $55

AYNI OFFERING CEREMONY 
For hundreds of years, the Paqos, high shamans or 
wisdom-keepers from the Q’ero lineage of Peru, have used 
the Ayni Offering ceremony. Central to their cosmology is 
the understanding that the universe is benign, and only 
seems predatory when we are out of balance. They believe 
that the world mirrors back our own state of Ayni or right 
relationship. Coming back into Ayni, allows the Universe to 
work on our behalf once again, restoring the flow of 
synchronicity.

When we work in ceremony such as the Ayni Offering, we 
work at the level of the soul. An offering is similar to a man-
dala or sacred creation in that it holds symbolic elements 
and the prayers of the participants. As the shamans
add the elements to the offering, the vibration of the partic-
ipants and of the environment raises. The offering becomes 
a living prayer that brings energy shifts and healing.

In shamanic tradition, an Ayni Offering is done with the 
intention to bring 10 oneself and one’s community into 
right relationship with the natural world. It creates a sense 
of union, harmony and reciprocity with nature.

*Prices subject to change. Please confirm upon arrival
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